Mental Map of Cottage Grove Questions

DIRECTIONS: Use the *5 Themes of Geography* to answer the following questions about the other members of your assigned groups Mental Maps of Cottage Grove.

1. Other than your house and Cottage Grove High School name 6 additional *locations* using relative location from your other group members maps. *(Example: On Mr. Temple’s map “Bonanza Burger” is located on the NW corner of HWY 99 and E Quincy Ave.)*
   
   a. 
   
   b. 
   
   c. 
   
   d. 
   
   e. 
   
   f. 

2. Describe the *place* (physical and human characteristics) of the North East corner of your map to the person on your left. Please record the description given to you and be prepared to share with the class.
   
   a. Physical Characteristics:

   b. Human Characteristics:

3. Take a look at the map of the person sitting to your right. Without looking at their written instructions and only using their map write down step by step instructions that show *movement* from their house to CGHS. Be sure to include cardinal directions, street names, and approximate distances. *(Example: Start out heading ¼ mile West from Mr. Temple’s house on Washington Ave. Turn left and head South on 10th St for ½ a mile. Etc...)*

4. Compare and contrast your directions to their directions on the back of the map. How are they the same and how are they different?
5. Exchange maps with the person sitting directly across from you. On their map please identify 2 different ways they have shown the theme of **Human Environment Interaction**. Include if each of those ways are showing humans relying on their environment, humans modifying their environment, or humans adapting to their environment.
   
   a.  
   
   b.  

6. Choose any map from your group that you have not looked at yet. On the map identify the two **regions** that they have identified. What are the two regions?
   
   a. Region 1:  
   b. Region 2:  

7. Are they formal or informal regions? Explain  

8. Do these same regions exist on your map even if you did not identify them? Can you identify other regions on your map and their map?  

9. Which of the 5 themes of geography was the hardest for you to identify on your map? Why?  

10. Which of the 5 themes of geography was the hardest for you to identify on other people’s maps? Why?